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„ Ergonomics of the workplace is the key for increasing of
the productivity“.
This idea has created a new series of VarioLIFT tables.

Main features:
ź Electrically adjustable height
ź Table widths of 1200, 1530 and 1830 mm
ź Tabletop height from 670 to 1120 mm
ź Shelf rack height up to 1200 mm
ź Security features during set up
ź Two separate drivers
ź Modern ergonomic design
ź Optional antistatic version
ź Simple operation with buttons
ź Full-value device superstructure
ź Spacious work area
ź Smooth height adjustability
ź Wide choice of accessories and supplements
ź Three different table widths
ź Fixed and tilting shelves
ź Durable and high quality materials
ź Simple assembly

VarioLIFT table with a tilting shelf
The work table VarioLIFT is designed for furnishing of all work
places where is needed to change the table’s worktop height in
a short time or multiple times, for example in the shift-work, in
control rooms or in supervisory workplaces.
How the VarioLIFT actually works
You are able to increase or decrease the height of the
workspace in just a few seconds by simply pressing the button,
so that you can freely change the position according to the
present activity or when changing the seating and standing
position. Ergonomic features of the table are complemented by
the proven VarioLAB+ features. Thanks to this unique
combination which other tables do not offer, we can create an
optimal table set.

VarioLIFT table, detail of hanging device
superstructure. The superstructure can
also be made at the worktop version.

From a technical point of view, your new VarioLIFT table can
have a device superstructure right on the table top or hanging
over it, with the both fixed and tilting shelves, or a light ramp with
LED lighting.
The basic characteristic feature of the VarioLIFT table is the free
work space placed on a stable construction. The tables are
designed as stand-alone tables.
The basic set consists of a metal base that carries the table top.
The metal structure is provided with the powdered baked-on
colour Comaxit and galvanized zinc. The worktop of the table is
made of the resistant HPL or an antistatic 25 mm thick laminate
with ergonomic front edge. The edges are made of 2 mm thick
ABS plastic. The sizes of the worktop are given by a specific
assembly in the widths of 1200, 1530 and 1830 mm.
They are designed for electronic production, repair or fine
mechanics.

VarioLIFT table, detail of the electric
height adjustment control panel.
With using only one controller is possible
to manage up to four drivers
simultaneously. This function you can
preferably use at connected work tables
where is necessary to increase or
decrease the work desks of more tables at
the same time.

